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The Oxford Handbook of Language and Law

2012-03-08

this book provides a state of the art account of past and current research in the interface between linguistics and law it outlines the range of legal areas in which linguistics plays an
increasing role and describes the tools and approaches used by linguists and lawyers in this vibrant new field through a combination of overview chapters case studies and theoretical
descriptions the volume addresses areas such as the history and structure of legal languages its meaning and interpretation multilingualism and language rights courtroom discourse
forensic identification intellectual property and linguistics and legal translation and interpretation encyclopedic in scope the handbook includes chapters written by experts from every
continent who are familiar with linguistic issues that arise in diverse legal systems including both civil and common law jurisdictions mixed systems like that of china and the emerging law of
the european union

Comparative Legal Linguistics

2016-05-23

this book examines legal language as a language for special purposes evaluating the functions and characteristics of legal language and the terminology of law using examples drawn from
major and lesser legal languages it examines the major legal languages themselves beginning with latin through german french spanish and english this second edition has been fully revised
updated and enlarged a new chapter on legal spanish takes into account the increasing importance of the language and a new section explores the use in legal circles of the two variants of
the norwegian language all chapters have been thoroughly updated and include more detailed footnote referencing the work will be a valuable resource for students researchers and
practitioners in the areas of legal history and theory comparative law semiotics and linguistics it will also be of interest to legal translators and terminologists

Language and Law

2017-05-08

language plays an essential role both in creating law and in governing its implementation providing an accessible and comprehensive introduction to this subject language and law describes
the different registers and genres that make up spoken and written legal language and how they develop over time analyses real life examples drawn from court cases from different parts of
the world illustrating the varieties of english used in the courtroom by speakers occupying different roles addresses the challenges presented to our notions of law and regulation by online
communication discusses the complex role of translation in bilingual and multilingual jurisdictions including hong kong and canada and provides readings from key scholars in the discipline
including lawrence solan peter goodrich marianne constable david mellinkoff and chris heffer with a wide range of activities throughout this accessible textbook is essential reading for
anyone studying language and law or forensic linguistics sections a b and c of this book are freely available as a downloadable open access pdf under a creative commons attribution non
commercial no derivatives 4 0 license available at taylorfrancis com books e 9781315436258

Legal Language

1999-02

this history of legal language slices through the polysyllabic thicket of legalese the text shows to what extent legalese is simply a product of its past and demonstrates that arcane
vocabulary is not an inevitable feature of our legal system

Translation Issues in Language and Law

2009-03-19

with contributions from world class specialists this first book length work looks at translation issues in forensic linguistics where accuracy and cultural understandings play a
prominent part in the legal process
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The Language of Law

2014

employing recent advances in philosophy of language to elucidate key aspects of legal communication this volume examines how the language of legal directives can determine the content of
the law thereby enabling a better understanding of the boundaries between normative and linguistic determinants of legal content

The Language of the Law

2004-05-13

this book tells what the language of the law is how it got that way and how it works out in the practice the emphasis is more historical than philosophical more practical than pedantic

Legal Language as a Special Language: Structural Features of English Legal Language

2007-06

seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject english language and literature studies linguistics grade 1 university of dusseldorf heinrich heine anglistisches institut course domain specific
english language language and law 5 entries in the bibliography language english abstract the english language has taken over the key role in international trade legislation and policy
making it has achieved the enhanced status as the dominant world language which has led to an increased demand for the training of competent specialists able to mediate alcaraz varo
hughes 2002 1 this goes along with a phenomenal increase in the teaching of english for special or specific purposes ibid 2 what is the reason for this development this piece of work might
give an answer it dedicates itself to domain specific english language language and law it concentrates on the characteristics of the structure of legal english in particular an overview of
the central structural features is given without claiming completeness legal professionals aim at a precise explanation of facts which should leave no doubts this aim forces them to use a
certain kind of language pattern such as including a high amount of definitions in legal texts along with numerous complex and ancient phrases deriving from law french and plentiful
enumerations which can all together form a single sentence covering several lines dependent on which party they represent lawyers make frequent use of features that reduce the agent in his
identity while emphasizing the action a matter of strategy which has the impeding of comprehension as a consequence therefore the field of law becomes completely unapproachable for laymen
who are scarcely able to follow legal discourse even well educated native speakers often find it hard to understand the language used in court however the access to one s rights is
important to begin with the reader will be provided with an

Language and Law

2014-03-10

what is legal language and where is it found what does a forensic linguist do how can linguistic skills help legal professionals we are constantly surrounded by legal language but
sometimes it is almost impossible to understand providing extracts from real life legal cases this highly usable and accessible textbook brims with helpful examples and activities that will
help you to navigate this area language and law introduces useful linguistic concepts and tools outlines the methods linguists employ to analyse legal language and language in legal
situations includes topics on such as written legal language threats warnings and speech act theory courtroom interactions and the work linguists do to help solve crimes physical and
spoken signs and the creativity of legal language

Language in the Law

2004

this book is a record of modes and practices in the use of language within the context of law the papers in this volume not only examine the different situations that arise in legal processes
but they also unveil the inherent problems and impact of ambiguity and distortion in the uses of legal language the consequences of cultural constraints on translation of legal texts the
power of interpreters in legal testimony and sources of complexity in legal register the book examines the nexus between language and the law in various countries and cultures
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Legal Linguistics Beyond Borders: Language and Law in a World of Media, Globalisation and Social Conflicts

2019-07-31

the world of law has changed in the last decades it has become more globalized multilingual and digital the sections and contributions of this volume continue the interdisciplinary
discussion about the challenges of this change for theory and practice of law and for the international language and law association illa relaunched in 2017 first the book gives a broad
overview to the research field of legal linguistics its history research directions and open questions in different parts of the world united states africa italy spain germany nordic
countries and russia the second section consists of contributions about the relation of language law and justice in a globalized world with a focus on multilingual and supranational
law in the eu the third section focuses on digitalization and mediatization of the law the last section reports about the discussion at the illa relaunch conference in 2017

Language and Law in Professional Discourse

2014-03-17

this book provides insights into the ways in which legal professionals participate in their day to day activities and critically focuses on how language is used and exploited in everyday
professional discourse it is organised into two parts dealing with topic areas of legal discourse written and spoken relevant to professional practice and communication the innovative
research landscape offered by this book covers diverse and complex features of legal discourse construction where socially informed aspects of language use are negotiated by
professional practices such features provide the wide scope for the critical study of legal language as a tool for social action and set up a descriptive and interpretive framework for
engaging with representations of legal discourses and genres where authority power ideology as well as areas of hybridity intertextuality interdiscursivity and recontextualization are
involved in legal discourse this book brings together scholars from a wide academic spectrum around the globe with an interest in the intricacies of language and law as they play out in the
real world the book therefore offers both a resource and a stimulus to the wider readership

The Language of Judges

2010-08-15

since many legal disputes are battles over the meaning of a statute contract testimony or the constitution judges must interpret language in order to decide why one proposed meaning
overrides another and in making their decisions about meaning appear authoritative and fair judges often write about the nature of linguistic interpretation in the first book to examine the
linguistic analysis of law lawrence m solan shows that judges sometimes inaccurately portray the way we use language creating inconsistencies in their decisions and threatening the
fairness of the judicial system solan uses a wealth of examples to illustrate the way linguistics enters the process of judicial decision making a death penalty case that the supreme court
decided by analyzing the use of adjectives in a jury instruction criminal cases whose outcomes depend on the supreme court s analysis of the relationship between adverbs and prepositional
phrases and cases focused on the meaning of certain words in the constitution solan finds that judges often describe our use of language poorly because there is no clear relationship
between the principles of linguistics and the jurisprudential goals that the judge wishes to promote a major contribution to the growing interdisciplinary scholarship on law and its social
and cultural context solan s lucid engaging book is equally accessible to linguists lawyers philosophers anthropologists literary theorists and political scientists

Legal Discourse

1990-02-19

lawyers and the law have long been the object of popular criticism and satire for the obscurity and incomprehensibility of their language legal discourse provides a novel historical and
systematic account of the language of the legal institution together with a sustained criticism of legal exegesis and legalese more generally in the first part of the work the doctrinal
history of the legal discipline and its concepts of language text and sign are examined and assessed in the second part the contemporary disciples of linguistics discourse analysis and
communication studies are brought to bear upon the task of constructing a theory of legal discourse as a linguistics of legal power

Law, Language and the Courtroom

2021-11-25
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this book explores the language of judges it is concerned with understanding how language works in judicial contexts using a range of disciplinary and methodological perspectives it looks
in detail at the ways in which judicial discourse is argued constructed interpreted and perceived focusing on four central themes constructing judicial discourse and judicial identities judicial
argumentation and evaluative language judicial interpretation and clarity in judicial discourse the book s ultimate goal is to provide a comprehensive and in depth analysis of current
critical issues of the role of language in judicial settings contributors include legal linguists lawyers legal scholars legal practitioners legal translators and anthropologists who
explore patterns of linguistic organisation and use in judicial institutions and analyse language as an instrument for understanding both the judicial decision making process and its outcome
the book will be an invaluable resource for scholars in legal linguistics and those specialising in judicial argumentation and reasoning and forensic linguists interested in the use of language
in judicial settings

Legal English

2005

this is a much needed text on legal english it deserves a place on the shelf of every law teacher and should be on the reading list of all students who need to get to grips with language
issues an excellent and up to date book that makes the resolution of language law issues accessible and interesting dr sharon hanson phd director of legal studies programmes birkbeck
college university of london this book fills a very important gap and will be gratefully appreciated by both students and teachers of legal english it is an authoritative introduction to a
field which is becoming more and more significant internationally david rowson mbe head of english bellerbys college london legal english is designed to assist those who wish to develop and
enhance their skills in the use of the english language within a legal context whether as a native english speaker or someone using english as a second or foreign language

Just Words

2019-05-10

is it just words when a lawyer cross examines a rape victim in the hopes of getting her to admit an interest in her attacker is it just words when the supreme court hands down a decision or
when business people draw up a contract in tackling the question of how an abstract entity exerts concrete power just words focuses on what has become the central issue in law and
language research what language reveals about the nature of legal power john m conley william m o barr and robin conley riner show how the microdynamics of the legal process and the
largest questions of justice can be fruitfully explored through the field of linguistics each chapter covers a language based approach to a different area of the law from the cross
examinations of victims and witnesses to the inequities of divorce mediation combining analysis of common legal events with a broad range of scholarship on language and law just words
seeks the reality of power in the everyday practice and application of the law as the only study of its type the book is the definitive treatment of the topic and will be welcomed by
students and specialists alike this third edition brings this essential text up to date with new chapters on nonverbal or multimodal communication in legal settings and law language and
race

Legal Integration and Language Diversity

2018

introduction articulating the task of eu translation formalizing the primacy of english the mixed approach of current eu translation considering a source oriented alternative the
implementation and its challenges

Philosophical Foundations of Language in the Law

2013-01-31

this collection brings together the best contemporary philosophical work in the area of intersection between philosophy of language and the law some of the contributors are philosophers
of language who are interested in applying advances in philosophy of language to legal issues and some of the participants are philosophers of law who are interested in applying insights
and theories from philosophy of language to their work on the nature of law and legal interpretation by making this body of recent work available in a single volume readers will gain both
a general overview of the various interactions between language and law and also detailed analyses of particular areas in which this interaction is manifest the contributions to this
volume are grouped under three main general areas the first area concerns a critical assessment in light of recent advances in philosophy of language of the foundational role of language in
understanding the nature of law itself the second main area concerns a number of ways in which an understanding of language can resolve some of the issues prevalent in legal interpretation
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such as the various ways in which semantic content can differ from law s assertive content the contribution of presuppositions and pragmatic implicatures in understanding what the law
conveys the role of vagueness in legal language for example the third general topic concerns the role of language in the context of particular legal doctrines and legal solutions to
practical problems such as the legal definitions of inchoate crimes the legal definition of torture or the contractual doctrines concerning default rules together these three key issues
cover a wide range of philosophical interests in law that can be elucidated by a better understanding of language and linguistic communication

Meaning and Power in the Language of Law

2020-09-17

legal practitioners linguists anthropologists philosophers and others have all explored fundamental challenges presented by language in formulating interpreting and applying laws building
on centuries of interaction between legal practice and jurisprudence the modern field of law and language or forensic linguistics brings insights in linguistics and related fields to bear on
topics including legal drafting and translation statutory interpretation expert evidence on language use and dynamics of courtroom interaction this volume presents an interlocking series
of research studies engaged with different legal jurisdictions and socio political contexts as well as with the more abstract notion of law together the chapters written by international
leaders in their fields highlight recent directions in research and investigate in particular how law expresses yet also conceals power relations in its crafted use of words and in the gaps
and silence between those words

Language and the Law

2001

current legal issues like its sister volume current legal problems now available in journal format is based upon an annual colloquium held at university college london each year leading
scholars from around the world gather to discuss the relationship between law and another discipline of thought each colloquium examines how the external discipline is conceived in legal
thought and argument how the law is pictured in that discipline and analyses points of controversy in the use and abuse of extra legal arguments within legal theory and practice law and
language the fifteenth volume in the current legal issues series offers an insight into the scholarship examining the relationship between language and the law the issues examined in this book
range from problems of interpretation and beyond this to the difficulties of legal translation and further to non verbal expression in a chapter tracing the use of sign language at the old
bailey it examines the role of language and the law in a variety of literary works including hamlet and considers the interrelation between language and the law in a variety of contexts
including criminal law contract law family law human rights law and eu law

Law and Language

2013-02-21

among the most prominent scholars of language and law is peter tiersma a law professor at loyola law school with a doctorate in linguistics co editor of the oxford handbook of
language and law tiersma s significant body of work traverses a variety of legal and linguistic fields this book offers a selection of twelve of tiersma s most influential publications
divided into five thematic areas that are critical to both law and linguistics language and law as a field of inquiry legal language and its history language and civil liability language and
criminal justice and jury instructions each paper is accompanied by a brief commentary from a leading scholar in the field offering a substantive conversation about the ramifications of
tiersma s work and the disagreements that have often surrounded it

Speaking of Language and Law

2015

this is a compilation of extracts from instructive cases as well as authoritative commentary on the roles of language and ethics in law the book touches on aspects of language and
ethics including professional responsibility decision making methods of perception and concepts of reality

Law, Language, and Ethics

1972
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we are capable of writing crisp yet flexible laws but solan explains that difficult cases result when the ways in which our cognitive and linguistic faculties are structured fail to produce
a single clear interpretation though we are predisposed to absorb new situations into categories we have previously formed our conceptualization is not always as crisp as the legislative
and judicial realms demand in such cases solan contends that other values most importantly legislative intent must come into play the language of statutes provides an excellent
introduction to statutory interpretation rejecting the extreme arguments that judges have either too much or too little leeway and explaining how and why a certain number of interpretive
problems are simply inevitable book jacket

The Language of Statutes

2010-12

three attorneys and three linguistics scholars contribute five essays focusing on the intersection of language and law in deaf communities coverage includes the language problems of
minorities in legal settings the interrogation of deaf people interpretation issues for juries that include deaf pe

Language and the Law in Deaf Communities

2003

a guide to the fascinating questions raised by the study of language and law

Language, Meaning and the Law

2009

this acid free reprint of the 1949 classic is one of the first books to study forensic english the book deals with the language of law in the same way as the author s earlier work
understanding english but was specifically designed for the lawyer others interested in the court system historical reprints in jurisprudence 314220 languages of law goodrich peter london
weidenfeld nicolson 1 volume set 70 00 ix 353 pp 1990 0 297 82009 5

Language and the Law

1949

in this linguistic study of law school education mertz shows how law professors employ the socratic method between teacher and student forcing the student to shift away from moral
and emotional terms in thinking about conflict toward frameworks of legal authority instead

The Language of Law School

2007-02-03

this book introduces and explores the concept of multilingual law it provides an overview as to what is multilingual law the various types what this means in theory and practice and
how such systems function different types of multilingual legal orders and their distinguishing features are discussed as well as the basic structure of legal systems the volume provides
an introduction to language and linguistics it also presents an introduction to semiotics to the extent useful to show the sign components of law and language and lay a foundation for
subsequent chapters which focus on the way in which multilingual law is created used and interpreted topics covered include policy formation drafting translation revision terminology
computer tools etc in connection with the legislative and judicial processes a theoretical presentation is followed by practical details based on law language s models and actual
systems the book concludes with some general observations while particular points are illustrated with examples of text in the appendices
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Multilingual Law

2016

this book explores the ways language is used by the professional legal community for the communication of its main business the negotiation of justice in today s globalized world the
volume addresses three main aspects of language use in the negotiation of justice beginning with the legal contexts of litigation arbitration and mediation the book moves on to discuss the
main issues identified in those contexts and finally it explores the applications of legal linguistics these three aspects are studied across the themes of analyses of legal discourse and
genres issues of power and ideology in the use of legal language cross cultural legal communication questions of recontextualization accessibility and plain language law and disciplinary
identity and pedagogy of legal language with chapters set across a variety of jurisdictions the contributions offer analytical insights into the interface between law and language the
book is a valuable resource for those in the legal community wishing to increase their understanding of the use of language for the negotiation of justice

Language in the Negotiation of Justice

2016-04-15

since the 1987 appearance of a dictionary of modern legal usage bryan a garner has proved to be a versatile and prolific writer on legal linguistic subjects this collection of his essays
shows both profound scholarship and sharp wit the essays cover subjects as wide ranging as learning to write style persuasion contractual and legislative drafting grammar lexicography
writing in law school writing in law practice judicial writing and all the literature relating to these diverse subjects

Garner on Language and Writing

2009

this book explores the chinese language used in law and analyzes the associated linguistic matters in both monolingual chinese context and cross linguistically it investigates the linguistic
and cultural landscape associated with chinese law through an examination of a number of keywords and linguistic usages

Chinese Language in Law

2017

forensic linguistics is an introduction to the fascinating interface between language and the law provides an integrated and fully theorized understanding of language and law issues
contains many helpful examples from genuine legal contexts and texts discusses linguistic sources of disadvantage before the law particularly for ethnic minorities children and abused
women

English Law and Language

1992

this interdisciplinary collection with contributions in english and french explores how the various disciplines of law and linguistics appreciate and work towards improving the nature of
clarity and obscurity in legal language for the first time it brings together legal academics and practitioners jurilinguists and linguists from the common law and civil law with the specific
aim to understand the complex nature practice and tools of clarity and obscurity in legal drafting topics addressed include how the clarity framework has been put into practice through
the use of plainer language better comprehensibility readability and access to legal or administrative texts in an attempt to reflect the more recent development of the clarity obscurity
debate the editors have also focused on the use of specific instruments to respond to the problems raised by obscurity to improve clarity cette collection interdisciplinaire offrant des
contributions en anglais et en fran�ais explore comment les diverses disciplines du droit et de la linguistique appr�hendent et visent � perfectionner la nature de la clart� et de l opacit� du
discours juridique cet ouvrage rassemblant pour la premi�re fois des universitaires et professionnels du droit des jurilinguistes et linguistes de la common law and et du droit civil propose
de d�couvrir la nature complexe les pratiques et outils de la clart� et de l opacit� utilis�s en r�daction juridique les questions abord�es examinent la mise en pratique de la clart�
juridique au travers de l utilisation de la langue courante une meilleure lisibilit� compr�hensibilit� et acc�s aux textes juridiques et administratifs dans le but de refl�ter l actualit� du
d�bat clart� opacit� du discours juridique les �ditrices se sont �galement concentr�es sur l utilisation des outils et m�thodes les plus r�cents et utilis�s pour r�soudre les difficult�s
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soulev�es par l opacit� des langues du droit et ainsi am�liorer la transparence du discours juridique

Forensic Linguistics

2003-01-31

academic legal production when it focuses on the study of law generally grasps this concept on the basis of a reference to positive law and its practice this book differs clearly from these
analyses and integrates the legal approach into the philosophy of normative language philosophical realism and pragmatism the aim is not only to place the examination of law in the
immanence of its practice but also to take note of the fact that legal enunciation must be taken seriously in order to arrive at this analysis it is necessary to go beyond traditional
perspectives and to base reflection on an investigation of the conditions for enunciating law in our democracies this analysis thus offers a renewal of the ethics inherent in the action of
jurists and an original reflection on the role of certain legal tools such as concepts categories or provisions in this sense the work nourishes its originality not only by the
transversality of its approach but also by the will to situate legal thought in concrete forms of its implementation the book will be essential reading for academics working in the areas
of legal theory legal philosophy and constitutional theory

Legal Language and the Search for Clarity

2006

the law language law theme is deeply engraved in occidental culture more so than contemporary studies on the subject currently illustrate this insightful book creates awareness of these
cultural roots and shows how language and themes in law can be richer than studying a simple mutuality of motives rethinking law and language unveils today s problems with the two
faces of language the analogue and the digital on the basis of which our smart phones and artificial intelligence create modern life

Law and Philosophy of Language

2021-06-29

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Rethinking Law and Language

2019

how can multilingualism and legal certainty be reconciled in eu law despite the importance of multilingualism for the european project it has attracted only limited attention from legal
scholars this book provides a valuable contribution to this otherwise neglected area whilst firmly situated within the field of eu law the book also employs theories developed in
linguistics and translation studies more particularly it explores the uncertainty surrounding the meaning of multilingual eu law and the impact of multilingualism on judicial reasoning at
the european court of justice to reconceptualize legal certainty in eu law the book highlights the importance of transparent judicial reasoning and dialogue between courts and suggests a
discursive model for adjudication at the european court of justice based on both theory and case law analysis this interdisciplinary study is an important contribution to the field of
european legal reasoning and to the study of multilingualism within eu legal scholarship

On Legislative Expression: Or, the Language of the Written Law

2022-10-27
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Legal Certainty in Multilingual EU Law

2013-12-28
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